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attempts st literary sophistication. re-
pealed flashbacks, multiple vleupainis, 
and to on. The first hundred pages 
or so are inordinately prolix. but is 
h worth making an effort. At the heart 
of tilt narrative is a chain of fateful 
events. One section of the students have 
all leave stopped until the perpetrator 
of a minor crime is discovered. After 
several weeks of confinement. one of 
the meekest and most put-upon boys 
betrays the name of the offender, so 
Mal he can have his leave restored and 
IN out to meet the girl he is in love 
with whom In fact he scarcely knows). 
A few days, later he is shot on ma- 

neuvers; another of the students—the 
novel's center of COnACiOUsness, inso-

far as it has one—feels himself im-
pelled in give away the name of the 
murderer to the authorities. They are 
determined to keep the whole thing 
quiet, and the only decent officer in 

the place is sent at to a remote moun-

tain garrison because be la determined 
to establish lire truth. If LaCria.1 novel 
had been severely edited at an early 
stage its dramatic core would, I think, 
have emerged more effectively: despite 

Its prolixity. it is still • harsh and 

honest piece of fiction. 	 0 

LETTERS 
THE SECOND OSWALD 

To the Editor,: 
Permit me to holster R. H. Pophin's 
brilliant reconstruction of the Kennedy 
assassination (July 231 by adding to his 
account certain foes which have just re. 
cently come Its light. 

al Commission Eshibir 399—Pop-
kin states that "there Is no evidence 
that the Commission could obtain any-
thing like pristine No. 399 in any of its 
tests." Actually. there is one test per. 
formed by the Commission which did 
produce two bullets virtually identical 
with 399. In order to gat wear& rounds 
far use in baillattcs comparison teas 
Special Agent Frazier last-fired two but-
[eta front Oswald'. rifle 13:4372 Al-
though Frazier inhumes only that he 
teat-fired the rifle to get these rounds, 
it is standard ballistics practice to °b-
rain nub-rounds by firing into a long 

-rube -of• cotton num. When we look at 
the two bulled so produced (Commie-
lion Exhibit 572; 17,25/3), we find they 
appear to be virtually identical with 
399. Although the Commission appears 
riot to have realized IL a test had been 
performed which Indicated quite clearly 
that 399 was a plant. that its most 
likely source You the reszfiring of Os-
wald's gun into cotton. 

b) The Antosn'Y Report — The  dis- 
parity between the final autopsy re. 
port and the FM( reports of Dec. 9th 
end January 13th is explained am due 
to a reconstruction of the wounds by 
the autopsy dortara on November 23rd 
and lath. Since red agents were not 
present at these subsequent confer-
ences, the Fist coat naturally ignorant 
of the reconstruction. Such an explanin 
tton seems plausible only as long on 
there in no substantive discrepancy be-
tween what the FBI observer, say they 
saw at the autopsy, and what the doc-
tors later report. Such a discrepancy 
emerges from an examination of the 
report on the &MOM submitted by the 
two Fat agents who were present. 

Thin report is entitled. "Autopsy of 
Body of President John Ftrzgerald Ken. 
nedy."" Five pages single-epaced, it was 
dictated by Agents Francis X. O'Neill 
and James W Sibert on 26 November 
1963. The following citation gives the 
salient characteristics of Kennedy', 
wounds as they were observed by 
agents O'Neill and Sibertt 

Upon completion of X-rays and 
photographs, the OM incision was 
made at SAS p.m. X-Rays of the 
brain area which were developed 
and returned to the autopsy room 

• This report bears the Commission File 
Number CD-7 and FBI file numbers 
8940. It was discovered In the Na-
tiorul Archives by Mr. Paul Hoch of 
Berkeley, California. 

October 6, 1966 

disclosed a path of a missile whkh 
appeared to enter the beck of the 
skull and the path of the disinte-
grated fragments could be observed 
along the right side of the skull. The 
largest section of this missile IS por-
trayed by X-Ray appeared to be 
behind the right frontal sinus. The 
neat largest frsgmcnt appeared to 
be at the rear of the skull at the 
juncture of the skull bone. 

The Chief Pathologist advised ap-
proximately 411 particles at disinte-
grated bullet and smudges indicated 
that the projectile had fragmentrzed 
while passing through the skull re-
gion. Dunne the autopsy inspection 
of the area of the brain, two frag-
ments were removed by Dr. 
Humes, namely, one fragment meas-
uring 7 x 2 millimeters, which was 
removed from the right Aida at the 
brain. An additional treats-mot of 
metal Meaallrieg I a 3 millimeters 
was also removed from this area. 
boos of which were placed In a 
gloss jar containing a Mack metal 
top which were thereafter marked 
for identification and fallowing the 
signing of a proper receipt were 
transported by Bureau agents to the 
FBI Laboratory. 

During the latter stages of this 
autopsy, Dr. Humes'  located an 
opening which appeared ID be a bul-
let hole which was below the 
shoulders and two inches to the 
right of the middle line of the spi-
nal column. 

Thi, opening was probed by Dr. 
Humes with the finger at which 
time It was determined that the 
trajectory of the missile entering 
at this point had entered ai a down-
ward position of 45 to 60 degrees. 
Further probing determined that 
the distance traveled by this min 
site was a short distance inasmuch 
as the end of the opening could 
be felt with the finger. 

Inasmuch as no complete bullet 
of any tire could be located io the 
brain area and likewise no bullet 
could be located in the back or any 
other area of the body as deter-
mined by total body X.R.ays and 

inspection revealing there was oo 
pain' of exit, the individuals per-
forming the autopsy were at a loss 
to explain why they could find no 
bullets, 

A call was Towle by Bureau 
agents to the Firearms Section of 
the rat Laboratory at which time 
SA Charles L. Killion advised that 
the Laboratory had received through 
Secret Service .Agent Richard 
Johnson a bullet which had re-
portedly been found an a stretcher 
in the emergency mum of Parkland 
Hospital, Dallas, Texas. This 
stretcher had also contained a 
stethoscope and pair of rubber 
gloves. Agent Johnson bad advised 
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the Laboratory that it had oat been 
ascertained whether or not this was 
the auetcher which hod been used 
to transport the body of President 
Kennedy. Agent Killion further de-
scribed this bullet as pertaining to 
a 6.5 millimeter rifle which would 
be approximately a 25 diner rifle 
and that this bullet consisted of a 
copper alloy full jacket. 

Immediately following receipt of 
this information. this was made 
available to Dr. Humes who advised 
that in his opinion this accounted 
for no bullet being located which 
had entered the bock region and 
that state external cardiac message 
had been performed at Perkland 
Hospital. it was entirely possible 
that through such movement the 
bullet had worked Its way back out 
of the point of entry and had fallen 
on the stretcher. 

Also during the latter stars of 

the autopsy, a piece of the skull 
measuring 10 x 6.5 centimeters ems 
brought to Dr. Humes who was in-

structed that this had been removed 
from the President's skulL Immedi-
etely this section of skull- wee X-
rayed, at which time it was de-
termined by Dr. Humes that one 
corner of this section revealed mi-
nute metal particles and impaction 
of this same area disclosed a chip.,  
ping of the top portion of this 
piece, both of which indicated that 
this bed been the point of exit of 
the bullet entering the skull region- 

On the bans of the latter two 
developments, De Homes gated 
that the pattern was clear, that the 
one bullet had entered the Presi-
dent's but and had worked its 
way out of the body during exter-
nal cardiac massage and that a sec-
ond high velocity bullet had catered 
the rear of the :skied end had Crag. 
mentoed prior to exit through the 
top of the skull. He further point-
ed out that X.RLys had disclosed 
numerous fractures in the cranial 
area which he atuiteared to the 
force generated by the impact of 
the bullet is ite passage through 
the brain area. He attributed the 
death of the President to a gunshot 
wound of the head. 

Du the basis of these observation, 
by O'Neal and Siben a host of guess. 
tons must be directed to the doctors 
who signed the tined, undated autopsy 
report: 

(1) How dos a wound "below the 
shoulders and two inches to the right 
of the spinal column" become the neck 
wound pictured in Commission Exhibits 
385 and 386? 

121 How doe a wound whose ter-
minus "could he felt with the finger" 
Income a transit wound with its exit 
in the President'. throe!? Surely to 
"reconstruct" a wound in this fashion 

is to falsify it. 
(31 What happened to what O'Neill 

and Sibert describe 25 "the nest ler-
yest fragment" which they locale "at 
the rear of the skull at the Juncture 
of the skull bone"' Nowhere in the 
autopsy report or in the testimony of 
any of the autopsy doctors do we find 
mention of this bullet fragment in the 
President's skull. This is a significant 
omission since the location of such a 
fragment might prove difficult to re-
solve with the official theory of a hit 
in the right occipital region exiting 
through the roof of the &WI. 

(4 )Why does O'Neill and Siben', 
detailed report contain no mention 

of the small entry hole in the back of 
the President's head? In testimony be-
fore the Commission (2:3521, Dr. Humes 
indicated that this wound had been ex-
amined in detail. He described is [MIS-

lireinenil as 6 by 15 millimeters, lo-
cated it as "2.5 centimeter, to the right 
lied slightly above the external occi-
pital protuberance," and told how the 
scalp had been reflected and the um 
derlylog bone examined. How is it pos- 

sible that O'Neill end Sibert limply 
missed this important wound Lod its 
meticulous examination ter Dr. Humes? 
When we pantie the matter of this 
heed wound we had that O'Neill and 
Sheen were not alone in failing to not-
ice It. For when we egernine the testi-
mony of the Deltas doctors and nurse. 
together with that of the Secret Serv-
ice and F et agents who witnessed the 
autopsy. we find that (with the excep-
tion of an ambiguous answer from Roy 
Kellerman) no area except the three 
doctors who signed the autopsy report 
claim to have seen this entry hole in 
the President's head. Does it exist? I 
don't know. But there is a miraculous-
ly simple way to rind out. The govern-
ment need only produce the 11 X-Rays, 
22 color photos, and 18 black and white 
prints which O'Neill and Siben report 
were taken during the autopsy. 

Inshth Thompson 
Department id Philreophy 
Haverford College 
Haverferd, Penasylveria 

To the Editors: 

Dr. Richard Popkices article, "The Sec-
ond Oswald." divides into two sections, 
111 a reisume of the arguments by 
Salaodrio, Epstein, Weisberg, and Cook 
which supposedly, demonstrate that the 
Warren Commission's theory of the aw 
sasainetion S impossible, and (2) an 
alternative theory which explains some 
of the facts which the Commis-
sion could mot, While t have some 
questions concerning the second sec-
tion, this letter is addressed only to 
the first. 

The reason for concluding that the 
official theory is impossible is the con-
tention that. based on the Commission's 
own evidence, it IS impossible for all 
the shots to have been fired by the 
same man using the Carcaoo title. This 
statement is based on two others, that 
eat if Governor Connally's wounds were 
not caused by the fist bullet to hit the 
Proident, they cannot have been 
caused by the same man firing the 
Carcano, but (b) the evidence proves 
such a double bit impossible. 

I grant the claim that, if the double 
hit theory falls, the Report falls. As I 
view the Zapruder film of the assas-

sination sequence, if Connally's bark 
is not struck by the first Kennedy shot, 
there is no time when it can have 
been struck, from the Depository', 
which is not under the minimum re-
peat time for the Careen rifle, Aware-
ness of this problem was a miller fac-
tor in a skepticism coneereing the 
Warren Report which seduced me into 
several months' study of the hearings 
and documents. 

The mom argument against the dou-
ble hit is that the bullet supposedly 
entered the President's back too far 
down to be able to exit where the au-
topsy claims it exited, and to strike 
Connally's back where his doctors say 
it was struck. Now. If the Commis-
stole' calculations concerning the posi-
tion of the car are correct, the eagle 
of tire from the Depository window 
War approximately IS degrees rR  106). 
According to the autopsy report, the 
Kennedy hack wound was "on the up-
per right posterior thorax lust above 
the upper border of the scapula 	. . 

[mill If measured to he 14 centimeters 
from the tip of the right me:on-lion proc-
ess and 14 cectimeters below the tip 
of the right =noel process" 	5431. 
(The posterior thorax =the back be-
tween the neck and the abdomen: 
scapula =shoulder blade: entOnneln pro-
cess—the protruberence at the top of 
the shoulder mint, mastoid process-- 
the protruberancr of the skull iinmedi-
lately behind the ear lobe: 14 centime. 
ters—esnout 	mehes.1 The autopsy 
examination found no CORnOU01.15 bullet 
trail. but it del find bruises on the 
strap muscles and the linings of the 
chest cavity. and a tear in the trachea, 
whiny indicated a course straight 
through the base of the neck between 
the buck wound and the lower throat 
(It !al). According to the Dallas doc-
tors. Kennedy's threat wooed was im-
mediately below the Adam's apple, and 
Connally's back wound was immedi-
ately below the right shoulder blade 
near the edge at the body (R 89,5311. 

No one dirties that the positions of 
the Kennedy throat wound and dm Con. 
redly beck wound are Compatible with 
the assumed angle of fire. What about 
the position of the Kennedy back 
wound? If one is sitting up ramrod 
atraigle, the point designated by the 
autopsy Is roughly level with the 
Adam's apple. If, however, the should-
ers am slightly rounded. or the head 
throe slightly forward, the back wound 
la above the throat wound, and readily 
compatible with an IS degree angle of 
fire That the President's Nature was 
the tarter is hardly impossible or im• 
probable, end indeed is masted by 
a photograph showing the Presidential 
party earlier during the motorcade 
(R 11141. 

What, then, is the problem? First, 
there is a prima lade discrepancy be-
tween the position of the back wound 
as measured no the President's body, 
and the position u indicated by his 
clothing. Dr. Popkio and other critics 
have calculated incorrectly that this 
discrepancy may be as much as six 
Inches. According to the Report, the 
holes in the beck of the stilt coat and 
the shirt are respectively 54t and Pie 
inches below the top of the collar 
(R 92). But the reader will discover 
through observation that the tip of the 
mastoid process is rarely more than 
2 - 3 inches abeire the top of the shirt 
collar. Thus the apparent discrepancy 
between the position on the body and 
the position as indicated by the cloth-
ing is approximately 2 • 3 inches, rath-
er than 6 inches. Would the critics 
maintain that it is impossible for the 
coal and shirt to he hunched up to 
this estate, either from a sitting pos-
ture, or from rubbing against the car 
seat. or both? 

But suppose there were strong evi-
dence that In fact the coat and shirt 
were not hunched up at all, that the 
lower wound they indicate is the true 
one, and that the autopsy report as 
printed by the Commission is ineecu-
rate, Just such evidence, the critics 
suggest. may lie is the rer uatements 
concerning the autopsy findings, which 
clash with the official account, and 
which were omitted from the Commis-
sion's 27 volumes. In its extensive Sum-
mary Report on the Aseessinstiesi, dot-
ed Dec. 9, 1963, the rat states, "Med-
ical examination of the President's 
body revealed that one of the bullets 
had entered just below his shoulder to 
the right of the spinal column at en 
angle of 45 to 60 degrees downward, 
that there was no palm of exit, and 
that the bullet was not in the body" 
(Epstein 1841. On len. 13, 1964. the 
rat Supplemental Report states, "Mod 
Ica) examination of the President's body 
had revealed that the bullet which en-
mead his back had penetrated to a dis-
lance of less than a anger length" 
(E 198). 

The language locating the bock 
wound is imprecise, but It is consist. 
not with a position lower than that 

indicated by the printed autopsy. Are 

The New York Review 
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Ittei objective itrouncle for crediting 
Otte rather than the other? I under-

. Food that the rot statements are hosed 
on the testimony of two FBI ngents, 
which in turn 444 based on converse-
[Ione during the autopsy examination. 
In controls, the location and measure-
ments In the printed autopsy are based 
ea a diagram mode by the doctors 
during the examination, containing the 
same location and identical measure-
mean. (See Comm. Exhibit 397 re. 
}erred to at 11 372.) It seems to inn 
that the probability of error in evi-
dence which Is imprecise, second hand, 
and orally tnensmirted. is much higher 
thee. in evidence which is firm baud, 
precisely measured. and immediately 
written down. Moreover, the FBI loca-
tion of the wound is tied to statements 
concerning the angle of entry sad the 
ilvtiny of the bullet which contradict 
not only the autopsy evidence concern-
ing the path of the bullet which 
mentioned atelier, but also generally 
accepted evidence concerning the AS-
aisintition sequence. Thus, during the 
shooting there is no passible assassina-
tion perch from which the angle of fire 
would remotely approximate 45 to 60 
degrees downward. Also, there is no 
evidence that the bull= struck any. 
thing, either inside or before reaching 
the Pack, which would shoe it down so 
much shat it few inches of flesh could 
halt it. 

A second argument that Dr. Poplin 
and others advance against the double 
bit is that it contradicts Gov. CoonaIiy'e 
memory that he heard a shot, turned 
To look at the President, and had 
turned malt of the way back before 
feeling any impact. The Governor gave 
this testimony, precise and insistent. in 
a context of Frani admiration for the 
work of the Commission nod accept-
ance of the official conclusions, not re-
laxing that if he ViarrC right. they had 
to he wrong However, if the Gover-
nor was hit at the point in the Zap. 
ends: film (arra Frame OH as which 
he (and Dr. Popish') think be was 

- hla memory of the sequence Is demon-
strably incorrect. The only turn by Con-
nally which the films show occult 44, 

._ he was hit, not before. 
Et is argued that too much time 

elapses between Kennedy's reaction And 
Connelly's for them to be ceased by 
the some shot. If I reed the 7aprader 
film correctly, this it not the case. 
Colored slides have been made of the 
Individual frames comprising the as-
sassination tequehte, and I studied 
Item carefully under a microscope at 
the National Archives. The evidence is 
strong that ,the Governor was hit no 
later, and probably several frames 
outer, than he thinks. Op to Frame 
224 CannaIly's position mane steady, 
his shoulders and head fixing slightly 
to the right of the direction in which 
the car is moving_ as if be were watch. 
lug the bystanders ahead. By 229 his 
shoulders have moved somewhat for-
ward and left, and his hands queer 
to be on their way to his chest. By 
254 Connally's right shoulder is lower, 
as if lagging. By 236 be begins a turn 
to the right which takes 20 frame" 
(over a second), his bands clutched 
to his chest his face indicating paha, 
very like hit wile's memory that "he 
recoiled to the tight. NH cromPixd likes 
a wounded aninial„ .." (IV 147). From 
210 to 125 the intervention of a high-
way sign between molt of the Prat:- 
deers body and the camera prevents 
certainty as to whoa the President's 
reaction begins. Op to 210 there Is no 
apparent reaction: The President's right 
elbow is resting an the car door, hie 
right forearm and hand waving to the 
coved, his left hand out of eight; by 
215 his right hand Is already at MI 
throat. However, At 124 1 noticed some-
thing the Commission doesn't mention: 
The left hand is even with the chest, 
and the right hand, though close to the 
waving position. Perna to have the 
palm turned in, as if beginning its 
trip to the throat, where it arrives in 
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the next frame 1 conclude that Kea-
redy's hands start coward his wooed at 
or shortly before Frame 124, and Con-
rally's hands mart toward Ns wound 
at 229, a delay of slightly aver one-
fourth of a second 

A third argument against the double 
hit is that the Commission's Bullet No. 
399 is supposedly not banged up enough 
to have unversed the President's low-
er neck, and the governor's chest and 
forearm. fracturing a rib and it radius 
along the way. In support of this argu- 
ment. Dr. Froptin sures, 	. . almost 
all of the medical experts, including 
two of the Kennedy autopsy doctors, 
held that No. 399 could not hove done 
ell the damage to Governor Connally, 
let alone Kennedy." Dr. Papkin is in-
correct. Seven of the Commission's doe. 
tars spoke to this question (Homo, 
Finch. Olivier. Dziernien, Light, Shaw, 
Gregory). Olivier- Dliemien, and Light 
thought that Kennedy's back wound 
and all of Connally's wounds were 
Caused by No. 399 ISO, 92, 95). Greg-
ory thought all of Connally's wounds 
could have been caused by 399, but 
doubted it hod the velocity to have 
traversed Kennedy as well (VI 127). 
The others thought that 399 could have 
caused the Kennedy hack and Connally 
chest wounds.. but held it improbable 
(Show, Humes) or impassible (Finch) 
that 399 fractured Connally's wrist (TV 
113, 11 375, 392). Hosea-ore: 3 prob. 
obits., 2 improbable, 1 impossible, I 
improbable on different grounds—which 
is hardly 114114i1MOLL0 expert testimony 
proving !repose:Ability. 

. 	It should be stated that Dr. Papkin 
and other critics are incorrect in as-
suming that the Commission's double 
hit theory requires all of Connally's 
wounds to have been caused by Bul-
let 399. Two of the doctors (Gregory. 
Light) suggest that the wrist wound 
could have been calmed by a frag-
ment of the bullet which had exploded 
in the President's skull (IV 126, V 97). 
This explanation in disputed by Olivier, 
and doubted by Lehr himself, but nut 
disproved (V 90, 97). 

In this leper I have tried to show 
that asserting the Impossibility of the 
double bit menu. In effect, asserting 

- the Impossibility of one of the relieve-
log: 

a. That the President was sitting 
with hie shouhlm &Handy rounded or 
his head thrust slightly forward. 

b. That his coat and shirt were 
hunched op 2 or 3 inches. 

C. That the eat statements coneern• 
log the autopsy findings are mistaken. 

d. Thar Governor Connally's memory 
of the 11.51111SinliflOrl sequence is mis-
taken. 

e, That Connelly reacted to the some 
shot it of a second later then Ken. 
lady. 

I. That Kennedy's back wound, and 
the three Connally wounds, were canned 
by Bullet 399, either Mace or with the 
help of bullet fragments from the Pres-
ident's skull wound. 

The reader mint judge whether Dr. 
Pepkin's arguments prove, either that 
Bay of these lanes is impassible, or that 
any of them misstates the issue. 1 
should like to add three things. 

First, the above discussion was con-
fined to refuting impossibility. However, 
in my own opinion, the theory that the 
slate bullet caused the Kennedy back 
wound and at least the Connally chest 
wound, tar from merely possible, is the 
only reasonable explanation of the evi-
dence. Consider, la addition to the cir-
cumstances already mentioned, that no 
bullet was found in the President's 
body, that there is no evidence of any 
collision in the body which could have 
halted or deflected the ballet's prog-
ress, that the Commission's expe-ri-
meats on simulated tissue indicated 
that in traversing the body the bullet 
lost only 5-7 per cam of its velocity, 
that the Governor was seated directly 
in front of the Presideot, that no evi-
dence developed that the area immedi-
ately surrounding the Governor, nor ia- 
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The nest point raised by Mr. CraW• 
ford cooeems the time when Governor 
Carnally was wounded. Both the Gover-
nor anal his wife testified that he was 
hit by the wand shot. The Commission 
.141111ell he was hit by the first that 
but had a delayed reaction. Mr. Craw-
ford suggests Connally was shot by the 
time of Zapruder frame 2.29. 1 haven't 
had the opportunity to study the colored 
slides of the Zapruder picture at the 
?edema( Archives. The Commission, 
which did examine the pictures at 
length. placed the his at between frames 
235 and 240. ff they had adopted Mr. 
Crawford's view they would have ovoid-
al the delayed reaction theory. Az for 
as I know. they have never suggested 
such a 'Purest,. Specter. whet pressed 
recently ors this issue, said: "You cant 
tell from the films when Connally was 
hit, you just unit real" iGrauer  Phila- 
delphda Mayirriar. p. ad ).  it is interest-
ing that Vincent Saloadria, who has 
made in intensive study of the alleles, 
claims that Connally was probably hit 
much Peter. and he often some very 
convincing evidence for his contention. 
If we this would rule co the single-
bullet hypothesis entirely. Others, in-
cluding Sylvia Meagher (excerpts from 
her detailed study of the discrepancies 
in the Warren Report appear in the Sep-
tember and October issues of The Mim-
osa),  of Net. have examined the Zap-
ruder film and have cane to conclusions 
very different from those of Mr. Craw-
ford. It one accepts, as I did, the Com-
mission's conclusion as to when Coo-
tally was hit. then the pnahlem remittal. 
is the delayed reaction theory tenable? 
And an the ratimony of the Governor 
and Into wife be dismissed? 

On the next paint. bullet No. 399. f 
think that Mr. Crawford has lone too 
fat in his =tempo at rebuttal. I said 
that "almost all the medial expenat 
held that No. 399 could not have done 
all the damp to Governor Connally, 
let alone Kennedy " Mr. Crawford 101311 
up seven medical witnesses, and attempts 
to show four on- my side and three 
aweless Two of the autopsy outgrows. 
Humes and Finch, were cited spaetfical-
ly if No. 399 could have ineimest 
wounds an Connally. Hum= raid, "l 
think that extremely unlikely.-  and that 
he couldn't cooccise from what pan of 
399 the fragments in Connally mold 
hose come. Finck said -No: for the 
reason that there are too many fragments 
described in Out wrist." Dr. Gregory 
and Dr. Shaw had been the physiCaro 
who attended Governor Connally_ Dr. 
Shaw said it was "difficult to =keel" 
that No. 399 slid the damage because 
of the amount of metal in the Governor's 
wrist. Dr. Groper-c hod doubts whether 
the huller had sufficient velocity to 
Adult all the wounds. and he also held 
dim the wound to Connally's wrist was 
roused by a dislOtted Minnie with sharp 
edges Titus all four of these gentle-
men held that it was unlikely or im-
possible for No. 399 to have dare all 
of the damage. The three others chat 
by Mr. Crawford. Or. Olivier, Dr. Doe-
mien, and Dr. Light. were not accent 
or the autopsy: not did they treat Gov-
minor Connally. They enter the ease be-
cause they were assigned to test the 
penetration effect of ballots on gusts 

and on simulated targets such as skulls 
tilled with gamin. Of the three, only 
Dr. Light is an M.D. Olivier is a veter-
inarian, and Dr_lennan it Ph. D. in phy-
stalely, (Their esperimence which the 
Commission took seriously, hardly in-
spire confidence, especially in the way 
Dr. Olivier extrapolated his findings in 
Connally's me.) 

TbsSe three gentlemen were asked if 
they thought one bullet could have gone 
through Kennedy and Connally. and it 
they thought that the bullet that went 
into Carnally had previously hit Ken-
nedy. Thin is quite different from akin 
them if No. 399 could bare done rho 
dams. To art', an two of the pages 
Mr. Crawford refers us (V.16 and 
V:92), MAIN No, 399 is net ...rigged. 
The answers offered by Dix Olivier and 
Driernial in no way deal with the gun- 
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ion whether No. 399 is the bubet that 
did all the damage. or whether they 
think No. - 399, io its present shape. 
amid have done all of the damage. On 
V:90 Dr. Olivier is asked whether one 
of the fragments is Cormally's wrist 
could have come from No. 399, and he 
said yes He was next asked, "Do you 
have an opinion xs to whether, in tam, 
bullet No. 399 did CAW* the wooed on 
the Cavallo"' wrist. assuming if you will 
that it was the missile found on the 
Governor's stretcher at Parkleed Hos-
pital?' {An assumption that In definitely 
nut justified by the evidence.) Dr. 011- 
vieria answer was, "I believe that it was. 
That Is my feeling." which seems 10 re-
ler to the bullet's location rather than 
its activities. and hardly seems expert 
testimony as to whether No. 399 could 
hove done the whole job. 

Dr. Dzidmian, who said he Thought 
the probability tams very good that one 
bullet awed all the wounds to Kennedy 
and Connally. was never asked if No. 
399 acrid have been that tweet, or if 
the fragments found in Connally were 
compatible with the supposition that No. 
399 had done the damage, Mecca his 
testimony is irrelevant to the point at 
issue. Ut is interesting that Specter. In 
questIntung Dzietnian, gave the angle of 
der.lination in Kennedy as 45. end in 
Connally 	 IV:921.1 Dr. light, 
who did deal with the question of No. 
399. said that he hosed his opinion 
neither on the condition of she bullet, 
one en the anatomical findings nnr on 
Dr. Othier's tests He based his opinion 
solely on where Connally sad Kennedy 
were sitting, and on the report that one 
huller, No. 399, was presumably found 
on Connally's stretcher. and that no 
other huliet was found. Indeed, Dr. 
Light indicated he had reserearieme 
about his colleague's !Ms, and said ther 
on the basis of the anatomical data and 
the tests alone, he couldn't draw a =in-
clusion as to whether one bullet had hit 
Kennedy and Connally. l think an oh-
Jeithve reading of the testimony of 

rnitIlliaLI, and Light. leads to 
the emse/niten that one of them Metier 
miner was out really asked whether No. 
399 could have done all of the damage: 
that anixtter 	 ant answer that 
Is irrelevant, since he did not deal with 
the data: sod data Olivier was not aged 
about the question at Issue (all of rho 
damage) and his answer is unclear. It 
is also questionable whether the three 
of them are experts in the sante that 
Humes, flack, Shaw, end Gregory ore. 
!Dr. Light, the only one of the three 
who is a medical doctor, panned out 
that none of them had men Connally's 
wounds "is the fresh stare or of any 
other lime" (91:961, and the testimony 
doesn't indicate that any of them saw 
Na 399. fight, in act, said that "noth-
ing about that bullet" led him to Isis 
.conclusiono. 

In view of [hie. I chink than Dr. Olivier 
is the only one of The three witnesses 
eked by Mr. Crawford Who coo be held 
to have offered "expert" testimony about 
No. 399, and Ise only tatieed at to 
whether it could have caused the wrist 
wound on Connally The tour I cited, 
Names, flack. Shaw owl Gregory, who 
did get asked. and did answer whether 
No. 399 could have done all the damage, 
gave very skeptical' or nespidve neap:mace 
SO I think my original statement holds, 
and that the more is at hest 4-1, at worst 
4-0 against No. 349 by the medial ex-
perts, since  Dfiemim didn't answer the 
question at issue and Light didn't deal 
with No. 399 per .t.r. 

The question of the weight loss to No. 
399 is a hit cloudy, since no ore knows 
its original weight. The FBI expert, Rob-
ert Fnazier, said it hod sot Atriestwtriiy 
lost any weight at all The figura I gave 
were based on the average weights of 
pristine 6.5 bullets which indicated that 
the estimated loss of 2_5 grains brought 
No. 399 close to the maximum weight 
of the samplesr. And Dr. Strata did testify 
fIV:133). third. "Thor =eon to be 

more shoo three grains of metal missing 
. in the wrist." Dr. Gregory, who  

minimized the weight at the fragments 
gain the wrist. admitted that the Largest 
fragment or fragmeote aztratratl—"the 
major one or ones"—had beers lest 
(131;123), and thus could not he mea-
sured or weighed. There was also pre-
sumehly some loss in Kennedy's clothes 
and body, in Connally's clothes, chest 
and femur. 

A further point raised by Mr. Craw-
ford is more serious. For those who do 
hot accept the Commission's oneshullet 
hypothesis, there is n genuine problem 
of aphening where the bullets weer. it 
One accepts the FBI reports as accurate, 
there is a bullet that entered Kennedy's 
back, did not exit. and was riot is the 
body, If Kennedy's throat wound was 
an entrance wound. there is mother 
bullet to account for. If No. 399 is not 
either et the first am bullets, what be-
came of all of them? As of the pres-
ent moment. 1 know of no satisfactory 
ensurer. The tret expert, Frazier, was 
careful to leave open the hypothetical 
possibility that a huller maid have heen 
deflected on striking the President and 
"may have exited from the automobile" 
IV:1731. And two witnesses !Mrs Baker 
[V11:508-509/ and Mr. Skelton [VI:2382/ 
believed they had seen a Mier hit she 
pavement near the Presidential car. The 
bullet. that hit Kennedy and Connally 
nr*y have fragmented, and tome of the 
fragments may have disappeared. But I 
do fed that it behooves those of us 
who are critical of the Warren Commis-
sion account, to offer a satisfactory GalifIL-
cc-explanation that deals with the details, 
as well as the larger issues. It may be, if 
the FBI repots are accurate, that at the 
present sum of the evidence, neither the 
Commission nor its critics can offer a 
completely consistent explains-ion of 
what happened. I think Mr. Crawford hos 
tried hard to after a modified version 
of she Commission theory, Out 1 do not 
feel that it toile; deco the jab, The dis-
crepancies between the "official" autopsy 
report and the nu .accounts have ea 
been explained away. our has any gam-
ine reason for credence in the "official" 
autopsy report been deseloped, since the 
firm-hand teartmooy of several ubserie, 
seems to support the rat reports. Mr .  
Crawfords reading of the Zapruder 
tares seem to he unique to him. onst 
doesn't agreewith either the Commis-
sion's reedits'. or thou of the critics 
who have studied than. The problem ea 
No. 399 remains, since Dn. Olivier. 
Dzianian. and Light offer us little or 
no information oo the subject. 

In view of all this. I think, as I said 
in my article, a new investigation is 
urgently required. and it should start 
by examining the fundamental data of 
the X-rays and the autopsy photographs, 
on that we can know what is really a 
passible explanation. 

It will not help to MON-a these prob-
lems to suggest, us Mt. Crawford Ooes, 
that a one-holler hypothair ts possible, 
If only Connally's position vtai-vo Ken-
nedy is considered. I think nobody 
doubts io the abstract, that a one-bullet 
hypothesis could occourt for de wounds. 
The problem is whether it could in view 
of the known dam. and whether No. 399 
con be the bullet in question. I don't 
think Mr. Crawford has mode a real 
nee for the Commission's one-bullet hy-
pothesis, since all of the problems with 
that booty still remain. and I think 
that we will only fled out If the Corns 
mission's theory is at all possible. if we 
are allowed to settle the question of 
where Kennedy was wounded. 

A end point I'd like to comment on 
is shat raised At the end at Mr. Craw-
ford's letter, namely whether the data 
offered by the Commission d hone[. fir 
whether some has been fabncend or 
suppressed thy the Dallas Police, the FM, 
or the Commission). Unlike some of the 
critics. I do not believe an explanation 
baud on malevolent= is acceptable. 
areas it 11:41113 to be the only way to 
account for the data. I think there is 
a real difference between those who 
are waling to assure= the wont—thit 
the Dallas Police, the Fel, and the Com-
mission were either port of the plot, 
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or corrupt—and Mose who try to en• 
plain their failings by incompetence. 
blooder, and mistoke I still fill In the 
latter group. and 	this 1 seem to be 
in agreanent with the defenders of the 
Commission who hoe commented on 
my article. Epstein'. work. plus some 
of the explanations that have been leak-
ed in the press, indicate the kinds of 
Incompetence that occurred with re. 
spea to specific episodes. This is still 
it long way front accounting for all of 
what happened. It the autopsy photos 
and X•nys confirm the rais accounts, 
it may be difficult. it not impossible. 
to maintain confklense in the intestine 
of some of those insolvent. Considering 
what is at issue. I think the Commission 
owes It to the public to answer the crit-
ics, to justify itself% and to produce the 
basic data of the X-rays and the photos. 
Then, either the public will be reinsured. 
and the critics silenced. or we will know 
the lengths that our supposed best in-
vestigative forces and "impartial experts" 
have gone to turfs to the public's de. 
Ore for a simple satisfying theory that 
one lonely alienated nut, all by himself. 
killed John Fithyroid Kennedy. If the 
rot septa turn out In be *scoriae, the 
public should be Immediately informed 
as to the identity of those superiors 
who are now telling Commander Humes 
what to say. and what not to say. It 
the Fat reports are inaccurate, we de-
serve an explanation of how this elide. 
expensive police torte could have been 
so grossly incompetent in perhaps the 
biggest case of its career. 	 ❑ 

GLADSTONE'S PROSTITUTES 

lo the Editors: 

Apropos Frederick C. Crews's very es. 
cellem review tAugust 101 of Steven 
Marcus's admirable work, The Other 

Victorians: .4 Study of Sentolay and 
Pornography in Arid-Nineteenth C211111.2,  

England, may I suggest that readers in-
terested in the subject might also consult 
Peter T. Comino-s*, analysis and discus-
sion of "Late Valor-on Sexual !limpet-
ability and the Social System." in the 
Internationed Retierr of Social History. 
Vol VIII 110611. Parts I arid 2. 

Joseph 0. Beaten 

Department of Homes 
Tulane Universits 
New Orleans 

To the Editors ,  

I hare rarely seen A single sentence 
more havtis laden with untruth than 
that devoted to W. E. Gladstone's res-
cue work at the beginning of Frederick 
C. Crews, reeks of Steven Marcus', 
book on Victorian Sexuality (August 
18). II ran as folloast "If there oos 
One thing he (Ciladstonel enjoyed more 
than chopping down trees this passion 
to clay) it was accosting prostitutes 
by night, moans them home for tea, 
money, and condescending Christen 
lectures, mu sending them back into 
the areas, presumably to sin no 
more." Having cooked up this glib mis-
representation_ Professor Crews. who 
Inver in the do, has things to say 
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about-  "rigor," observe, sagely that -it 
was an odd way for a great reform 
ntinister to tackle a social problem." 

What Gladstone did, in fees, was to 
devote the sum of two thousand pounds 
a yule mtnimum, to a consistent ef-
fort to bring relief to two classes of 
prostitutes. The Fro consisted of those 
who had been forced iota the profes-
sion by want and who could be con-
sidered involuntary prostitutes: the sec-
ond consisted of women who, however 
they might have sotered the profes-
sion in the first place, had come to 
find it disagreeable and who wished to 
escape from it. Gladstone's procedure 
was to patrol the neighborhoods in 
which prostitutes were most likely to 
be found on a certain number of nights 
in every week while he was in Lon-
don. He made these patrols after the 
House of Commons had risen, and 
worked them into his walk home. This 
was a good time to do the job from 
his point of view because (a) prosti-
tutes are, in the main, of nocturnal 
habit. (lal the Home of Commons gen-
erally rose at a time when business 
was billing off and the prostitutes on 
the streets would be largely girls sod 
women who had failed to find clients 
dunng the eveame, and who would In 
some cases have no looney with which 
to buy shelter or food. What Gladstone 
did when he accosted a prostitute was 
to offer her a place to sleep, proton-

11.1 from soy bull) or "mackerel" who 
might be exploiting her, and an op-
portunity to think aver the following 
handsome proposition: If she wished 
to do so. on doe consideration, she 
could go to the home ar hostel Glad-
stone helped to =imam, to stay there, 
cattail three square meals a day and 
receiving my medial attention she 
might need. until she was in a fit 
state to take up the (oh that Glad-
stone's assistants and nssociates 
dertook to find for her. If the prosti. 
tole found any of this attractive, Glad-
stone would escort her to his home 
where she would spend the night un. 
Oer Mn. Gladstone's care. If she so 
wished, she would he taken to the hos-
tel on the following day. and she would 
remain there until the promised job 
was (*wad for bet. When it was, Site 
Was given a complete outfit of new 
clothing and sent off to make a fresh 
start in life with a reasonable chance 
of success. 

It will be seen that Professor Crews 
has distorted the nature of Gladstone's 
procedures. He has also misrepresent-
ed their tom. There is no evidence 
whatever for his statement that Glad-
stone inflicted "condescending Chris-
tian lectures" on the prostitutes he 
dealt with. There is. on the contrary, 
abundant evidence that he made no 
demands on them either for promises 
of "reform" or for professions of "re-
pentmcc." and thus neither he nor his 
associates preached at them It may 
also he said that Gladstone did not 
harbor any vengeful or punitive feel-
ings for those gins who (a) went 
straight back to the streets after has• 
ins had a good supper and breakfast 
end a night under MATr in his home 
t hi went beck to whoring after having 
had a good rest and medical assistance 
in hat hostel. There in evidence that he 
often encountered backsliders who hod 
followed these courses, and that when 
he did he refrained from rebuking 
them oc mottling them. simply renew. 
ins his original offer. and leaving ii 
up to them to site it or leave it and 
to make what use of it they wished. 

It may be added that Professor 
Crews's neat apposition between tree 
felling by day and prostitute collecting 
by night does not work out. As Pro. 
tenor Crews is probably aware, it was 
a part of the sinister sexual mythology 
of Victorian England that venereal dis-
eases could be cured by intercourse 
with a virgin. This led brothel keepers 
to mike a practice of purchasing girls 
tram desperate or unscrupulous per-

rots for resale to diseased 
Gladstone not infrequently found girls 

of twelve and thirteen on the street 
who had outlived their therapeutic util-
ity. and who had been turned adrift 
by the brothel keepers. After a eight 
in Gladstone's house had convinced 
them that no new horror lurked be-
hind his mysterious kindness these 
girls were sometimes able to tell Mn. 
Gladstone that children, sometimes as 
young as ten and eleven, were being 
held, either as prisoners. or is happy 
ignorance of what lay ahead of them. 
for future sale in the brothels that 
had cast them out. Gladstone's re-
spasm, whenever he heard of such a 
case, was to go to the brothel in ques-
tion immediately to secure the release 
of the child. Many of the hazardous 
and unpleasant coofrontations with 
brothel keepers that resulted took place 
in broad daylight. 

Professors Crews may, of course. be  
right when he says that by doing this 
kindly and imaginative rescue work 
Gladstone was "really smudging and 
refurbishing his unconscious images of 
his parents." but there seems to he 
no way of either proving or disproving 
this assertion. There is an the other 
hand. evidence to show (a) that there 
were a great many women in Glad-
stone's London who were In reel need 
of just the sort of help that be was 
Mk to offer: chi that Gladstone was 
operating within the established Prot-
estant tradition of good works'. 101 that 
he undertook his program of rescue 
work at a time when few people be-
lieved that governmental agencies 
should assume burdens that were tra-
ditionally caned by charitable organi-
zations and individuals. These consid-
erations will suggest to some that 
Gladstone's program was sustained 
over a period of better than forty 
yeas. that its initial success led him 
to finance a second hostel, and that it 
frosty cost him a total of rather more 
than 4294.000 which would correspond 
to a modern 51.500.000. It had not the 
slightest tincture of the futility and 
amateurishness that Professor Crews 
attributes to it. 

All this makes me wonder if Pro-
fessor Crews's tatty expressed dislike 
for the accumulations of facts produced 
by the historical positivists has not a 
somewhat obvious explanation. They do 
very often contain material fatal to the 
sort of any fairy simplication that he 
merns to he willing to put forward as 
"knowledge" of the extraordinarily-
complex reality to which she descrip- 
tion 	 Ewan Gladstone" was 
attached. 

Anthony West 
North Stoningion 
Connecticut 

Fresterick C, Crews ..plies: 

I regret that my sentence only raised 
one aspect of Gladstone's zealous proo 
eel. and that I mistakenly added the 
phrase about "condescending Christian 
lectures" to my memory of Sir Philip 
Magnus's account in Gladstone. But 
Mr. Wan Tail*, a broader question 
when he implies that good works must 
be motivated simply by the good re-
sults they produce. Evidently it would 
dement Gladstone in Mr. West's eyes 
to admit the likelihood that fantasy. 
satisfactions were involved in his be. 
krnor. Yet Magnus, in full command 
of Mr. West's facts, says of Glad-
stone: "The work on which he was 
engaged touched a very deep chord in 
his nature. He had schooled himself 
early in Ilfe to sublimate absolutely the 
tensions which seethed inside him. His 
Mantle work was an important aspect 
of that process of sublimation." Glad-
stone's hostel system did not require 
the conspicuous heroics which he was 
unable to renounce even after prom-

ising to do so. There is a compulsive 
quality here that cannot be buried un-

der a pile of incidental facts (as Mr. 
West attempts in his peculiar discus-

sion of Gladstone's tree-choppingl. I 
grant that my explanation may he 

wrong. but explanation is not obviated 

by pedantic detail. And I might add 
that the interest of Steven Marcus's 
book lies precisely in his willingness 
to consider individual and culturally 
shared fantasies an important par; of 
the historical record_ 

VULCANISTS & NEPTUNISTS 

In the Editors: 
The review of The Discovery id Time 
by Stephen Toulinin and June Good-
field, included a sentence written " 
in order to show how high the standard 
of the authors' accuracy Is" The review-
er, Gavin de Beer, states that Guettard's 
recognition of the volcanic nature of 
rocks in the center of France was Im-
partial "because it clipped the wings of 
the 'Neptunists' who attributed every-
thing in the Earth's crust to the effects 
of Noah's Flood." Although Guettard 
was indeed the first 07321 to recognize 
the extinct volcanic features of central 
France and thus became the founder of 
the rutranist srhool. he also eighteen 
years later in WO wrote a paper pro-
posing that basalt originated as a pre-
cipitate from an aqueous fluid. This 
made him midwife at the birth of nee-
ronism. rasher than its gravedigger. The 
neptunists did not deny the existence of 
volcanoes but argued that basalt was 
not a volcanic rock and that volcanoes 
were recent and modern features, rather 
than ancient. Nor Is it correct to char-
acterize the negaunists as deriving their 
geology from the Bible. The foremost 
neptunnt, Abraham Goolob Werner. 
was probably the single man most re-
sponsible for the concept Of the geologi-
cal time scale. As prolessor at Freiberg 
beginning in 1775. after, rather than be• 
fore Guetlard's work. he trained the 
students who, returning to their own 
countries, spread the new science which 
he called "geognosy" but they called 
"Wemerism" and "Nemunisa" The 
correct designation of the early nat-
uralists who tried to reconcile their ob-
servations with Genesis is "thluvialist." 
They did not attribute "everything in 
the Earth's crust to the erects of Noah', 
Flood" but only the superficial and obvi-
ously or apparently water-lain deposits. 
There were, of COMIC, fundamentalists 
writing then cvet as now, but on the 
whole those of our predecessors in the 
vineyards of science who concerned 
themselves with goners geological were 
possessed of more historical conscious. 
ness than their contemporaries. 

Cecil J. Schneer 
Professor of Geology 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham 

Sir Garbo de Beef replier: 

It was not in 1752 bin in 1751 that 
Guettard recognized the volcanic nature 
of the Puy de La Noy% and the lava 
Row descended from it near Volvo: as 
well as some seventeen other neigh-
borine volcanic craters and domes, His 
paper to the &Umpire, de rAcodenne 
Royale des Sciences for the year 1752 
(when hr read lit was published in 
1756 It is true that Guatard subse. 
quently advocated an aqueous origin 
for basalt, but there was neither rea-
son nor space for me to refer to this, 
because / was concerned only to cor-
rect the curious story sprawl by George 
Poulett Scrope, that Guettard's atten-
tion WAS Tint drawn to the existence 
of catioct volcanoes is Enna, from 
the paving stones at Montelimart, by 
a group of scientists, including Faujas 
de Saint-Fond who, then. was ten years 
old. Fatties later tried (on the strength 
of a letter by kilo-Francois Ory which 
he printed) to deprive Guettard of his 
priority by ascribing the discovery of 
the volcanoes of Auvergne to William 
Bowies and Johann Leen Wohersdorff 
in 1750. This, also. was irrelevant to 
me. because I disbelieve this story, 
whereas Gunton discovery led to 
visas to Auvergne by Nicolas Darner-
as. Frederick Augustus Hervey, John 
Strange, sod others who placed Volcan-
ism on a sound footing. and this is 
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